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Center of the City Taskforce Meeting 

01/22/2020 

Call to Order 

Roll Call 

Approval of Agenda 

Alan: Add budget to agenda 

Public Comment 

Will Hathaway: address cloud over taskforce; comments made about undesirability of library green 

conservancy. Conflict must be addressed. Comment made about supporters of Proposal A being in “bad 

faith.” Would like to emphasize that the library green conservancy has been very clear about proposal. 

Geoff Henny: has been working in collaboration with European cities on commoning. Put the project in a 

larger context. Ann Arbor could take a leadership role in this movement. Commons as a way to be more 

responsive to citizens and to address the shortcomings in the capacity for government institutions to 

address needs. Cities like: Barcelona, Ghent, Bologna  

Approval of Minutes 

Approval of Notes 

Alan: attachments to notes 

Review Ground Rules and Purpose 

Group Check-in 

Information Sharing 

Alan: pursuing underheard voices topic. Been in conversation with person from Potawatomi nation. 

Shared letter from Edith Lewis 

John: notes on week in Decadome. Were able to talk users of Liberty plaza and those who work near the 

center of the city. Comments: easy connections through the plaza, vigorously activate, eyes in and on 

the park. Ann Arbor should help homeless and provide dignity to that community.   

Jeff: Center of the City could be used as a site for the Mayor’s Green Fair  

Review Jan. 15 Open House 

Alan: discussion at governance table was not productive, became a contestation over housing 

Miles: had a conversation about developing metrics for how council/administrator can gauge success 

Hannah: question of funding, member of public brought up the concept of public banking 

Jeff: funding: tree line conservancy, they get funding because the project is part of the master plan. 

There’s an opportunity for this space to be included in master plan 
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Carolyn: direction for site: there are other big players on block that the city has no control over. The 

space be evolutionary. Allowing space to be as flexible as possible.  

Alan: People’s park. Problem with bathrooms in Berkley. Collaborate with university on composting 

toilets. How do we address problem of public restrooms.  

Discuss Direction of Report 

Meghan: task is to provide vision and curate next steps.  

John: would like to find consensus through the homework assignment from Heather.  

 Direction be guided by council resolution that established by council 

 Should be guided in the reality of the bounds of what we can do now 

Ann: thinks that we ought to also recognize a long term vision. Give long term guidance. We should 

anticipate and be strategic. 

Carolyn: on implementation: goals, values, and visions can help to guide decision making. A framework 

for addressing unknowns.  

 Vision 
  Broad goals 
   Objectives 
    Short term/long term implementation 
Alan: would like this to merge with his 31 proposals 

Ann: motion does not address content. 

Refine Goals and Objectives 

Meghan and Carolyn will compile a draft list of goals and objectives to present to Task Force by Monday 

Plan for Next Three Meetings 

Alan: would like this to get on the city council agenda for the March 2 meeting, and would like to share 

recommendation with public before submit.. Recommendation should include a concrete resolution for 

immediate approval 

Meghan: should we have an additional meeting? 

Carolyn: we should wait until after next meeting to see if that’s necessary 

Heather: would the taskforce be okay with other staff members reviewing the document 

Public Comment 

Tom Weider: role in process was to represent proponents of proposal A, would advise against giving 

minority recommendations or reports or anything that is inconsistent with charter amendment.  

Beth Collins: agreed that meeting was contentious. Felt that the Mlive article was disheartening to 

supporters and residents.  
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Geoff Henny: would ask that in putting report together, bear in mind: great thing about commons it 

provides a way for people to deal with the power of government and of the private sector 

Other 

 Budget 

Alan: would like our incidental expenses to be reimbursed 

Adjournment 
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